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Anchored Weaving 

I work with  three methods of anchored weaving.   In these examples your block or design unit is 

not free and independent but attached to another cloth element during the weaving process. You 

can vary the effect depending on where you choose to place your anchor point and by applying 

more than one anchored treatment to a ground fabric.   

===================================================================== 

Anchored Method 1   View Video      

This method is great if you want to have a just a central woven motif or just some  some woven  

border treatments around something else.  It is also a great way to patch an old quilt or garment, 

or simply embellish another piece of  plain cloth.   

 
I used this method to create one of my new pieces, actually constructed around the demo piece 

created in the video. 

Note:  I am using it as a filler, to create the corners for The Magic Cloth. The video was 

published as part of the magic gone live series, but I have included it here in case you missed it. 

Anchored components make great fillers because they require no additional backing layer. View 

video. 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2YXI759bV60u7876
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Me6S6R0a3i4
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Me6S6R0a3i4
http://spiritcloth.typepad.com/.a/6a00d8341c8bd453ef0133f46c5c29970b-popup


 

Anchored Method 2 View Video   

 

This is the second anchored weaving method. It is similar to method one but a way to cut into an 

existing woven piece and use the new weaving as an integrated embellishment and a way to 

compound your weaving design. . You can use this as a random effect or create patterns by 

planning your placement.  

 

 

This is a great method to enhance the blocks you have already made. 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EVYy0A97Zsw
http://spiritcloth.typepad.com/.a/6a00d8341c8bd453ef0133f46c620a970b-popup


 

Anchored Method 3 View Video   

The third method I use for anchored weaving is the most simple in concept, very much like the 

paper weaving you might have done as a child.  You simply make cuts in a cloth and weave into 

it.  The reason I am including this method is because it can be taken so much further as a design 

element for embellished quilts.  

 

..I used this method for the base of this small quilt.  I like the method because it creates a nice 

patchwork like ground, with out extra bulk and is an easy way to create patterned color fields on 

a cloth.  

 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tgGJMKoB7hU
http://spiritcloth.typepad.com/.a/6a00d8341c8bd453ef0134878bfc6c970c-popup

